
CREATING A PR PLAN

Public relations is a great way to build your business' image. Even if your business is well-established, there is no time
like now for a fresh start. Creating a plan.

Key target media The specific publications and programs toward which you will direct your PR efforts. They
develop objectives that fit tactics and then get stuck trying to make some huge leaps from unaligned or
non-strategic objectives to goals. Make sure your goals and objectives are realistic. For example, you could
create an action plan which details the PR activities for a particular month, who will complete them, when you
will start the activities and the deadline for completion. However, there are a number of factors that'll make a
measurable difference to your company's success if you take them into account at this early stage. Determine
the angles and pitches that worked well and resulted in positive coverage. Additionally, if you have video
content that you'd like to share with a consumer audience, you should familiarize yourself with video sharing
sites such as YouTube and Metacafe. Before you start any campaign whether it's marketing or public relations
you have to be clear on your goals and your objective. The clue is a cell phone number in the area code. Goals
What you want the PR campaign to achieve for your firm. Strategies for every objective. Ensure that other
members of your business are aware of crisis procedures, and take time to do a test run to help iron out any
inconsistencies or holes in your plan. As part of your plan, include specific activities under your tactics that
are required to carry out strategies. If you can, try to organize major news events to create the most buzz.
Think in terms of the end result you desire, not the process. Clear creative concept with publisher. Once
you've set your list of targets, begin contacting them as soon as possible. Can I increase my conversion rate
from leads to sales? How to create a PR strategy Have you started noticing your competitors in the media?
Blogs and social media have grown in popularity as communications tools because they offer a way to have an
active discussion with a motivated audience. If you want to launch your own blog, there are free tools, such as
Blogger and Blog. If your business received media attention last year, review the resulting coverage with an
analytical eye. Goals and objectives which directly effect business goals? Creating a timetable and task list
will help you to keep track of who does what and when. Most editorial outlets have deadlines several months
ahead of their publication dates. But remember, all material published on a blog is open to a wide audience
and can initiate a line of discussion that may not always jive with your point of view. This might not even be
something I share as part of the official document. Look at the overall amount of positive, negative or neutral
coverage you received. For Dummies: The Podcast. A PR strategy will help you organise your PR activities
and make strategic decisions around the best way to communicate. Remember to make sure the focus of the
media outlet is in sync with your business objectives and the article contains your key messages. Is it
achievable? Target audience Your target audience are the individuals, groups and communities that have
influence and decision making power over your products or services. If we use the example of raising
awareness of a new service division, one tactic may be distributing a media release. Inform yourself through
evaluation.


